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Effective and wisely integrated marketing activities can develop the brand equity of Walt Disney Company
The and help it stand out from the competition. Therefore, almost every kid who was born after 20century has
watched at least one of the Disney cartoon movies when they were growing up. It's quite difficult because of
the costs. The activities entailed in the framework are discussed in detail, with respect to competitive strategies
and value to the customer. The advantage is its size, and that the raw materials are not very sophisticated.
Accountsâ€¦ Words - Pages 9 value chain analysis Essay Multidimensional Value Chain The traditional Value
Chain is linear - for example, it assumes that input logistics are directly related to operations - and that value
between these linear nodes should be analyzed. Walt Disney Company The can also benefit from analysis of
its support activities as explained below. Dividing the operations into primary and support activities may not
be separable due to increased complexity. It was first discovered by the Disney Brothers called Walt and Roy.
Nearly all the toys are merchandising products for the movies and so there is free and very effective
advertising to them. The company can use the marketing funnel approach to structure its marketing and sales
activities. The sales agents and marketers play an important role here. Due to its linkage with multiple value
chain activities, The Walt Disney Company should carefully consider its procurement activities to optimise
the inbound, operational and outbound value chain. The Value Chain Analysis can help The Walt Disney
Company identify those activities and develop those areas to get a strong competitive edge over rivals. The
Walt Disney Company may find it difficult to get required information if its Business Information System is
not structured accordingly. The effective HR management can allow The Walt Disney Company to reduce
competitive pressure based on motivation, commitment and skills of its workforce. Bargaining power of
buyers For the 3 activities, the power of buyers is quite important, because they get many options for
entertaining. Because, when outbound activities are timely managed with optimal costs and product delivery
processes put a minimum negative effect on the quality, it maximises the customer satisfaction and increases
growth opportunities for the firm. Buyers: moderate-high There is no substantial need for the buyer to enter a
theme park and to have fun inside. If a company made a really good movie, normally it will earn money, even
if there are other good movies. However, it requires the company to firstly map the activities and then
associate costs to make necessary adjustments. In another way if Disney releases a film, and shortly after
another film for the same target group was released, it is very dangerous to be substituted by the newer one,
because normally a life cycle of a movie lasts 2 or 3 months and if one week after the Disney release another
movie is shown most people will watch the newer one if it is quite as good. The heavy dependence of The
Walt Disney Company on employees' talent will increase the importance of this value chain support activity.
For toys, the suppliers are so many that they have not influence. This company is now of the leading
animation industry in America and they are slowly broadening their horizons into live-actionâ€¦ Words - Pages
16 Value Chain Analysis Essay Value Chain Analysis The article focuses on the main aspects of Value chain
analysis. Every movie needs a high budget for producing and advertising etc, and it makes nearly no
difference if the production company is known or not. Effective value chain implementation does not only
require familiarity but detailed expertise. It can be divided into product and process technological development
activities. It can be divided into product and process technological development activities. If Walt Disney
Company The aims to obtain cost advantage, it needs to identify each element within the value chain can be
optimised to get the whole effect A Value Chain Analysis Example for Walt Disney Company The is that it
can use the analysis as a tool to negotiate the best prices and maximise the in-bound and out-bound
transportation processes. Here is a pictorial presentation of Porter Value Chain model: 3. The Walt Disney
Company should pay specific importance to its outbound value chain activities when its offered products are
perishable and require quick delivery to the end customer. Walt Disney Company The can analyse and
optimise the outbound logistics to explore competitive advantage sources and achieve its business growth
objectives. Bargaining power of suppliers For movies, I think that the companies which are selling softwares
used to make movies, could be quite powerful, because for each activity, there should be only one or two very
powerful softwares. So you have to be really competitive.


